Heart Rejected, Blaiberg Dies

CASPERSON, South Dakota (AP) — Dr. Philip Blaiberg, 47, was rushed to a hospital in a hurry to save his life, but doctors were unable to save him. He died yesterday of a heart attack at the age of 47.

Blaiberg came to the United States from South Africa in 1970 after graduating from the University of Cape Town with a degree in medicine. He settled in Casper, Wyoming, where he worked as a general practitioner.

In 1978, Blaiberg married Mary Blaiberg, also a doctor, and they had two children, a son and a daughter.

Mary Blaiberg said her husband was a loving and generous man who always put his family first. She said they had planned to retire in South Africa, but the heart attack had derailed those plans.

Blaiberg was survived by his wife, two children, and his parents.

The funeral will be held at 2 p.m. on Sunday at the First Baptist Church in Casper, followed by a reception at the church hall.

Condolences to the Blaiberg family.
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150 MPH Winds Rake Coastline

TITANIC STORM HAMMERS COAST

Many Run As Tides Rise Fast

By WILLIAM WADDOCK

With pounding waves, howling winds, and crashing surf, the coast was pummeled by a storm that lasted for three days.

The storm began on Monday afternoon and continued through Tuesday. The wind reached speeds of 150 miles per hour, and the waves rose to heights of 20 feet.

Many coastal residents were forced to evacuate their homes, and many others were stranded in their cars or on the beach.

A helicopter with a search and rescue team landed near the coast to rescue those in need.

Clergy Seeks Strike Parley

By RONALD CLARK

The local clergy has called for talks with the strikers to try to resolve the dispute.

The Rev. John Brown, pastor of the First Baptist Church, said he believed a meeting could be arranged to discuss the issue.

The strike has been going on for three weeks, and there is no end in sight.

Clear Skies Due Today

Temperatures will drop to about 30 degrees, with a high of 50 degrees.
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Helicopter Lights
Trap Red Forces

Lafayette, La., (AP)—A red army
helicopter was surrounded at night by 22 forces, leaving the
entire 14-man crew of the group of forces out of luck.

Blairsberg

The area around the red army's
helicopter was supposed to 22 forces, but the helicopter
crew was forced to surrender to forces on the ground.

CIA

Former Vietnamese soldiers were
questioned by CIA agents at a secret hand-over of a special
operation.

Sanctuary Church
Hears AWOL Talk

The Army is hearing from
Sanctuary Church members.

Camille

Seen in the photo of Camille,
the brave Vietnamese soldier,
was hailed as a hero.

Crew Outlines
Big Moments Of Moon Trip

Apollo 17 mission, to land
man on the moon, was outlined
by the crew.

Fireman's Daughter Weds

A fireman's daughter was
married at the local church.

Collins To Quit
Astronaut Corps

The astronaut, who was
hired by the corps, has
announced his retirement.

Irish Catholics Pray,
But Plan Vengeance

A group of Irish Catholics
has announced a plan of
vengeance.

Pope Seeks End
To Bloody Strife

The Pope has called for an
end to the conflict.

Apollo Crew Backs
Man On Mars In '81

The astronauts have
announced their support
for the mission.
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Marriages Solemnized

Weekend Ceremonies Held

Wife Disheartened By Telephone Romeo

Rural Handiwork Takes On Glamor Airs

Polly's Pointers... Mark Garments With Laundry Instructions
Old-Timer Scoffs At 'All-Time' List

Phils Fall, But Allen Hits 27th

Cubs, Giants Divide Pair

Baltimore Rips Pilots On Homers
Falcons Blitz Boston, 34-16

Mann Wins Southgate By 1 Shot

Hees Caps Medal Play

Twins Nip Nets In 13

Hal Lipts Yanks, 5-2

Boston Snuff Royal Rally

Pearson Captures Yankee 600

Tigers Rip A's; Reggie Belts 43rd

Fishing Good Around State

Twins May Look For A New Boss

Mrs. Wilkins Rites Slated For Tuesday

State Road Toll Climbs To 529

CSC Honor Roll Released

Former Operator Of Cleaners Dies

McNamara Wins Missouri Medal

Oka City Club Nets Golf Loss

McNamara Wins Missouri Medal

Racing Results

McNamara Wins Missouri Medal
Blaiberg’s Death Marks Transplant Turning Point

Surgery Slowdown Called-Rejection Answers At Hand?

French Priest Longest Living Transplant Patient

Something To Celebrate

Pictures Reveal Dr. Blaiberg’s Zest For Life

Another Patient Dies
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Call OR 2-3322
FRIGIDAIRE
HUGE 14.6 CU. FT. FROST PROOF REFRIGERATOR FREEZER WITH AUTOMATIC ICE MAKER!

SAVE $75!
LIMITED TIME ONLY

$299

NO FILL! NO SPILL! NO FORGETTING TO FILL ICE TRAYS!

When you buy this Frigidaire refrigerator freezer you will be buying the very finest...and at a price unprecedented! You'll never defrost again, even in the giant 124 lb. separate freezer. Twin hydrators hold up to 22.4 qts. of fresh and vegetable Storage gallery in full-width sliding shelves, and the deep door shelf. The outstanding Bonus is a compact ice maker that connects easily to the available water supply, releasing automatically up to 120 cubes a day into a handy 10 lb. cube storage. A Cube Level Control that lets you dial the amount of cubes you want happily. This truly the beat work-saving, time-saving of all refrigerators or freezers.

COMPARE CURTIS MATHES!
Outstanding Performance Plus Outstanding Styling!

There is nothing finer than a Curtis Mathes, at any price! And, when you compare feature for feature, cabinet against cabinet, and color picture against color picture — you'll agree! Especially when you see how low the price on Curtis Mathes!

MODEL #411754
THE SAN JUAN

$599.95

Check These Top Quality Features:

• 2018 Picture-Tubes if full-color TV viewing. The largest color screen you can buy! There is none bigger!

• AUTO-Auto-Tune Tuning Features and独家 in today’s electronic picture springiness, do your unique channels picture steps in intensity, automatically...order perfect every time!

• Margin Color! color choice - 28,000 shades of color for brighter, instant viewing men in large areas.

• High Density Sound from 3 full-range speakers brings you precise sound reproduction!

• All compartment doors for superb electronic tuning & Spanish (granite porcelain cabinet, as shown in Early American and genuine hardwood maple.

Spanish or Early American Your Choice

$499.95 W/T

Both have the biggest color picture tube available, 2018 square inches of speaking givin' you. Multi-channel speaking for true color plus sound picture on hand-held microcassette.

Compare These Features With Any TV On The Market!

$399.95 W/T

• “Lighted” by the largest, most reliable, 3 stage light bulb — comes in this features.

• 32 in. x 205 inches (full picture: half picture, half picture, half picture: half picture; half picture; half picture; half picture). Not available in all sets, not a 20 in. set.

• Automatic degaussing

• Power transformer

• Guaranteed performance